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McDougal Littell Algebra 1
Equations and inequalities -- Linear equations and
functions -- Linear systems and matrices -- Quadratic
functions and factoring -- Polynomials and polynomial
functions -- Rational exponents and radical functions
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-- Exponential and logarithmic functions -- Rational
functions -- Quadratic relations and conic sections -Counting methods and probability -- Data analysis
and statistics -- Sequences and series -- Trigonometric
ratios and functions -- Trigonometric graphs,
identities, and equations.

McDougal Littell Concepts & Skills
California Resource Book Course 2
Algebra 2
Larson Algebra 2
Middle School Math
Ivy+ Admission Analytics for the Fox
Parent
Algebra 2
Holt Algebra With Trigonometry
Algebra 2
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Holt McDougal Larson Algebra 1: Chapter
Resource Book, Volume 1, Chapters 1-6
Big Ideas Algebra 2
Math
Algebra 2 Common Core
Holt Mcdougal Larson Algebra 2 Common
Core
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure
that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each
title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In
addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. Packages Access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies
other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you
rent or purchase a used book with an access code,
the access code may have been redeemed previously
and you may have to purchase a new access code.
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Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code.
Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- This
package consists of the textbook plus an access kit
for MyMathLab/MyStatLab. Elayn Martin-Gay firmly
believes that every student can succeed, and her
developmental math textbooks and video resources
are motivated by this belief. Algebra: A Combined
Approach , Fourth Edition was written to provide
students with a solid foundation in algebra and help
them effectively transition to their next mathematics
course. The new edition offers new resources like the
Student Organizer and now includes Student
Resources in the back of the book to help students on
their quest for success. MyMathLab provides a wide
range of homework, tutorial, and assessment tools
that make it easy to manage your course online.

Algebra
Algebra 1, Grades 9-12
Algebra 2
Practice Makes Perfect Algebra I Review
and Workbook, Second Edition
High school algebra, grades 9-12.
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Algebra 2
Passport to Mathematics
Algebra 2 All-In-One Student Workbook,
Version A
Algebra 2: Explorations and Applications
The winning equation for success in algebra is
practice, practice, practice! This book will help you
develop skills in algebra. Inside are numerous lessons
to help you better understand the subject. These
lessons are accompanied by hundreds of exercises to
practice what you’ve learned, along with a complete
answer key to check your work. Throughout this book
you will learn the terms to help you understand
algebra, and you will expand your knowledge of the
subject through dozens of sample problems and their
solutions. With the lessons in this book, you will find it
easier than ever to grasp concepts in algebra. And
with a variety of exercises for practice, you will gain
confidence using your growing algebra skills in your
classwork and on exams. You’ll be on your way to
mastering these topics and more: •Handling decimals
and fractions•Using variables•Graphing linear
equations•Multiplying polynomials•Working with
quadratic equations •Radical equations•Solving word
problems
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Algebra 1
Middle Grades Math Thematics
Algebra and Trigonometry Book 2
Solution Key
Comprehensive content coverage provides flexible
course outlines Our comprehensive table of contents
allows teachers to easily include trigonometry,
statistics, or precalculus readiness in the Algebra 2
course along with more traditional topics. Content
accessible to all Abundant exercises graded by
difficulty allow teachers to meet the needs of an
increasingly wide range of Algebra 2 students.
Algebra 1 reviewed Key Algebra 1 concepts and skills
are reviewed in Chapter 1 so that all students can be
successful moving on to more advanced content.
Throughout the text, key skills are reviewed and
reinforced where needed.

South-Western Algebra 2
Geometry, Grade 10 Practice Workbook
With Examples
Mathematics text series uses integrated print and
technology support to help students connect to
essential math concepts. Grades 6-8.
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Algebra 2, Standardized Test Practice
Algebra 2
Algebra 1, Grades 9-12
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra
course, and was developed to be used flexibly. While
the breadth of topics may go beyond what an
instructor would cover, the modular approach and the
richness of content ensures that the book meets the
needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.

Geometry
Algebra and Trigonometry
Pre-Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
"This course will help you: learn all the important
middle grades mathematics concepts and skills that
prepare you for high school and beyond; develop the
reasoning, problem solving, and communication skills
that enable you to apply mathematics to real-life
activities; [and] value mathematics and become
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confident in using it to make decisions in daily life You
will be learning through thematic modules that
connect mathematical concepts to real-world
applications. The lessons in this course will get you
actively involved in exploring, modeling, and
communicating mathematics using a variety of tools,
including technology when appropriate. The variety of
types of practice and assessment will help reinforce
and extend your understanding. You will learn to
assess your own progress along the way."--Welcome.

African Traditional Religion in Malawi
Algebra 1
Algebra 2
Reveal Algebra 2
Algebra
McDougal Littell Algebra 2
The first full-length study of one of the territorial rain
cults; and an endeavour to preserve knowledge about
a rapidly changing complex system of traditional
beliefs, rituals, and practices, under the influence of
Christianity, Islam, and western education. Within this
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cult, a person who is possessed by the spirit of the
ancestors is commonly known as Bimbi: the seer, a
charismatic and moral leader, to whom the
community ascribes a prophetic role. As a religious
system, the Bimbi cult has an intricate system of
agricultural rituals such as rainmaking ceremonies, a
distinctive unwritten theology, elaborate liturgical
observances and an organised, inherited priesthood.
Studying the Bimbi cult from a multi-disciplinary
perspective, the author illustrated how traditional
beliefs and practices still have a grip on people in the
countryside, who live in an agricultural subsistence
economy, and at the mercy of ecological forces. He
contends that these forces will continue to shape their
understanding of God, themselves and the world
around them for many years to come, unless these
people change from an agricultural to an industrial
society.
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